COAT THRU 21 APR 7379

1. NO CONTACT WITH ACCOUNTABLE STEPHAN VON
   (SWISS DIPLOMAT)
   DIRECTLY ARRIVED 22:05 FROM PARIS ON AIR FRANCE ON 11 DEC.
   INTENDED TO CARRY 302 LBS AS INTERMEDIARY TO ANS SORTE FROM
   GERMANY TO ALGERIA TO TOUGHEN GOVERNMENT UNLESS CHARGED
   (UNSUSPECTED)
   DIRECTLY ARRIVED FROM LUXEMBOURG CLAIMED ALSO ABOUT TO TRY
   SIMILAR SORTE TO GOVERNMENT OF CHAT. ACCORDING 1-2, HARTMANN FUCHS
   1-2, NOW RESIDENT GERM WHERE HE NAMED YOUNGB EMI ALLIED RADIO
   FACTORY IN LEFT FOR CHAT 12 DEC. L-2 CANNOT ESTIMATE INFO.

2. FOR DIRK SEND ENTRIES APPROPRIATE APPENDIX.